Boston Bag

have fun with KOKKA fabric! produced by

Design & work created
by Kaori Sawa (Caunes+ Kaori*ri)

Instructions

Size: 35cm (h) 46cm (w) 23cm (d)

1. Make the handle.
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2. Prepare the main outer panel.
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*Attach the handle
on the other side,
following the same
process.
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Leave the zipper open.

(reverse side)

① With front/outer
sides facing each other,
sew together the outer
panel at the bottom.

② Press the seam down to
one side and run top stitches
from the front.
④ Make a slit on the corner seam
allowance of the main outer panel.

Lining bag
(front/
outer side)

Outer bag
(front/
outer side)

② Attach the end
cover piece on
the zipper.

●How to make the zipper
end cover piece.

Fold line
Opening
Sew around the edges,
for turning.
leaving an opening for
(front/
turning.
outer side)
(reverse side)
(front/outer side) Turn it inside out. Cover
Cover 1cm of
the end of the zipper and
the end.
hand stitch to secure.
Zipper

Zipper end cover piece
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Gusset
(reverse side) ⑤ Cut oﬀ the corners
of the gusset.

Main outer panel
(reverse side)

8. Sew together the outer bag and lining bag. Attach the zipper end cover.
① Fold the seam of the opening
side of the outer bag and lining bag.
With front/outer sides facing outside,
hand stitch the bags together.
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6. Prepare the outer bag.

Handle
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5. Attach the handle.

*Make two pieces.
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④ Fold in half and sew the center part,
leaving both ends unsewn.

Fold the seam allowance of the top opening,
place the zipper and attach it to the fabric,
leaving both ends unsewn.

② Press the seam down to the b side
and run topstitches from the front.
*Make two pieces.

★=opening side (2)
☆= Main outer panel b
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Following the process in Step 2,
make two pieces.

ｂ(reverse side)

All measurements are in centimeters (cm).
Numbers in ( ) denote seam allowance.
All seam allowances 1cm unless otherwise stated.
Adhere fusible interfacing to main panel outer fabrics a and b and outer
gussets and b.

Fold line

4. Attach the zipper.
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③ Turn it inside out.
Fold the end of the
opening seam inward.

3. Prepare the outer gusset.

① With front/outer sides facing each
other, sew together the a and b fabrics.

Fabric shown for this sample: echino ni-co car-b JG99800-801 (B), (D)
echino ni-co block JG99800-803 (B)

Main outer
panel a

Fold line

① With front/outer sides facing
each other, fold in half and sew.

□ Fabric: (Outer panel fabric - panel a) 100cm×40cm
(Outer fabric – gusset a, bottom) 100cm×50cm
(Other) 110cm×140cm
□ Fusible interfacing: 80cm×110cm
□ Zipper: One piece (60cm)
□ Cardboard: 50cm×30cm

Main outer
panel a

Fold line

(front/
outer side)

② Place the stitch line from process
① to the center. Fold and crease,
and sew one end.

③ With front/outer sides facing each
other, sew together the main panel
and gusset, leaving the opening
side unsewn.

7. Prepare the lining bag.
Following the process in Step 6,
make the lining bag.

9. Make the stabilizer board for the bottom.
Fold line
Opening for
turning.
22.5

(reverse side)

(front/
outer side)
① With front/outer sides facing
each other, fold in half and sew,
leaving an opening for turning.

(front/
outer side)

② Turn it inside out.
Insert the cardboard
(45cm x 22cm). Fold the
end seam inward and
close the opening.

